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With the continuous development of computer technology, search engine 
technology also becomes more and more mature, and brings many conveniences 
to people's work and life .Search engine technology brings us conveniences but 
also causes many problems, especially reflected in the challenges to the 
traditional copyright law. From the present domestic and foreign case of search 
engine provider copyright infringement can find that search engine problems  
haven got good settlements in practice。There are many typicals of the search 
engine service providers copyright liability, the most typical are MP3 search, 
image search, webpage snapshot and library search mode in practice. This 
article analysis the search engine provider`s copyright responsibility system at  
present, just want to construct a reasonable copyright infringement liability 
system of search engine providers. 
Industrial revolution bought a new era of technology development, and 
technology promote the progress of establishment and development intellectual 
property legal system. Foreign intellectual property system developed before 
China nearly a century, and their legal system is ceaseless summary comes out 
in practice, so on the new development of legal system of intellectual property 
rights in China can fine many reference. This paper focuses on the analysis of 
search engine provider`s copyright liability infringement in foreign countries, 
and chose Germany, the United States and Singapore to situation analysis, put 
forward according to the analysis results of the perfection of China. Practice in 
response to a search engine service provider`s copyright responsibility is the 
main reference port clause, and the clause application in China still has many 
deficiencies. Search engine provider`s liability of copyright infringement of the 
provisions in our country are mainly embodied in the" regulation of information 















have many problems, such as search engine providers is not clear, or judging 
infringement subjective standard is not clear, or the interests of all parties is 
lopsided. 
Search engine service provider`s copyright infringement liability involves 
various subjects, every parties have their own interests, so we should construct 
a consistent with balance the principle of interests in the responsibility system. 
At the end of this paper, in view of the search engine service provider`s 
copyright infringement liability problems put forward their views.In the 
construction of search engine provider`s copyright infringement liability system 
should follow two principles: one is limited by the safe harbor principles, the 
other one is balancing of interest. At the same time, the author put forward 
specific suggestions to construct system of search engine provider`s copyright 
liability requirements in our country, just hope this can take benefits for the 
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